To gain an understanding of the experimental process (without going into the differences between parametric and non-parametric statistics) one must understand that the basis for statistical analysis of any experiment is the underlying mathe matical principles. The research project is designed in such a way that the experimental situation corresponds to its mathematical considerations. The experiment then is successful to the point that the experimenter is successful in designing a study isomorphic to the underlying mathematical assumptions and applying the statistical 497 analysis appropriate to these assumptions. In discussing the logic of hypothesis testing Hays describes the experimental process as follows: "from the hypothetical population distribution one obtains a theoretical sampling distribution. Then the obtained results are compared with the sampling distribution probabilities. If the probability of samples such as the one obtained is high, the hypothesis is regarded as tenable. On the other hand, if the probability of such a sample (or one in more extreme disagreement with what is expected) is quite small, then doubt is cast on the hypothesis."' The importance of obtaining a random sampling in hypothesis testing is explained by Winer in the the following paragraph: "If a sample is drawn in such a way that (1) here that the purpose of the following is to apply the criteria previously given to indicate aspects of any study which may be questionable. The scope of this paper involves merely a sample application of criteria measures and does not allow for a complete evaluation.)
First and foremost, it is questionable whether the mathematical assumptions upon which all statistical analyses rest were met. Before the semester began it was announced that the University of Colorado had been granted government funds to test a new method of teaching modern foreign languages. This announcement together with the connotations accompanying it led to the following statements: "as soon as the students learned that some sections were being taught by an audio-lingual method, many of those in the control group wanted to change to the experimental group." and "The spring-semester registration became somewhat confused because many students tried to register for experimental sections after having been in control sections during the fall semester."8 Given the above if SHOPTALK situation it is doubtful that a random sample upon which both parametric and non-parametric statistics depend could have been obtained. Now let's turn to an examination of the treatment conditions themselves. The audio-lingual materials were prepared to correspond with the text being used by the traditional class. This attempt to equate the content raises the question of whether it is possible to teach an active command of specified content in the same amount of time needed to teach a passive command. Supposedly both classes covered the same material during the academic year (p. 28).
We can now turn to a consideration of the confounders of internal validity. During a consideration of history several questions arise. (1) The instructors of the experimental and control groups were allowed to teach their preference. Failure to attempt to control the instructor variable could have influenced the results tremendously (p. 4). (2) "Since the same end-ofsemester examinations were to be given to both groups, the laboratory was made available to the students of the control group during the last few days of the semester, and copies of the text for the control group were made available to the experimental students at the same time" (p. 26). (3) "Since testing took place in the various sections from January 20 to January 28, there can be no doubt that some students in the later sections received a little information about the tests from students in earlier sections (p. 28). Also, the instrumentation could have affected the internal validity. The authors admitted that it would have been better if the MLA achievement tests had been available (p. 27).
